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ad - (n) short for advertisement
add - (v) short for addition
its - (adj) possessive pronoun
it's - contraction of "it is"

affect - (v) to change
effect - (n) result
poor - (adj) no money
pour - (v) to flow freely

aisle - (n) a walkway
isle - (n) an island
rain - (n) precipitation
reign - (n) a period of sovereign rule

allowed - (v) permitted
aloud - (adv) spoken
rude - (adj) offensive and impolite
rued - (v) regretted

board - (n) a plank
bored - (v) not interested
seam - (n) row of stitches
seem - (v) to appear

cite - (v) to refer to
sight - (n) a vision
than - (conj) a comparative statement
then - (adv) referring to a sequence

feat - (n) an accomplishment
feet - (n) body part
their - (adj) belonging to them
there - (adv) a location

to - (prep) toward
too - (adv) also

forth - (adv) a forward direction
fourth - (n) following the third
vary - (v) to change
very - (adv) extremely

hear - (v) to listen
here - (adv) at this location
weak - (adj) not strong
week - (n) seven days

hole - (n) a round opening
whole - (adj) an entirety
weather - (n) meteorological conditions
whether - (conj) if it is the cause

our - (adj) possessed by us